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Introduction 
Smartphones are becoming more advanced technologically and cheaper, more and more 
professionals are using them across the globe. Business ppt, social media accounts, email, 
images almost all sort of data can be stored on mobile devices. As this data is often business 
sensitive or personal info and while enjoying the benefits of having such a huge amount of 
information at your fingertips, can be threatening.  Yess! It can. 

After great research one big issue almost all smartphone user face is SECURITY. Everyone is 
looking for how to secure an android phone from hackers? Hackers the one who ruins our lives 
and they are the ones that most of us don’t feel safe.  Well, to end up with the cybersecurity 
threats with some useful security tips:
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Up In Time
One of the easiest ways to protect your cell phone from undesired attacks is to assure 
that your device is up to date. Never feel bad while updating the software as updates 
are often particularly created to close the loopholes that hackers have discovered a 
means to exploit, such as vulnerabilities, bugs, and zero-days. If you think the update 
is all about just giving you the latest graphics or a few more emojis, you may be wrong, 
the real value of these updates is to protect your device more effectively and actually 
answer your query - how to secure Android phone from hackers? 

Being Up To Date

Turning On Your 2FA
Every single significant site and applications presently bolster two-factor validation. 
This alludes to the choice of getting an impermanent code by means of an enlisted 
telephone to be entered either when you get to a profile from another gadget, at
irregular, at customary interims, or as and when the framework chooses. So you may 
wind up composing in more digits once you've gotten to an online networking account
 or different administrations, yet this expands the dimension of assurance on the grounds 
that, if an outsider attempts to get to someone else's record, they will be provoked to 
enter the very code sent by instant message. Which just you have! 
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Protection is Key
How cumbersome would you say you are? The principal thing to work out is the means by 
which extreme you require your case to be. On the off chance that you need to almost 
certainly drop it on cement without risk of punishment or have it endure a plunge, at that 
point you'll require some genuine insurance. 

On the off chance that you're watchful and you simply need essential insurance, you don't 
have to spend to such an extent. There is a tidy exchange up between the dimension of 
insurance gave and the mass and weight included.

How Much do you need

The Features You Deserve
Consider extra highlights you may need for a situation. A few cases additionally offer different 
positions, just as 360-degree protection. 

For cell phones, you'll find some cases that offer kickstands that fly out the back yet ensure 
they're secure in light of the fact that it tends to pester on the off chance that they fly out 
excluded. Record what you feel is basic and keep it as a list while you shop 
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Now and again it feels like a disgrace to cover your smartphone's exquisite structure, 
or possibly you simply don't need something excessively cumbersome in your pocket.
 In the event that style exceeds security for you, you can decide on a thin case. It will
shield against scratches on the regions it really covers, and it will positively help Android 
phone of enduring a fall. 

The Different Cases
Slim Ultralight

However, you'll be seeing an ever-increasing number of translucent cases advancing 
toward the market, which means it's less demanding than at any other time to get 
something that enables your android smartphone'san to radiate through. You shouldn't 
have to spend enormously on a thin case, and they can be incredible on the off chance 
that you feel a fundamental dimension of assurance is sufficient.
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Rugged cases are tough hard and ultra protective. They mostly have rubber 
enhancements on the corners to absorb impact shock, and the rubber feet 
to prevent your smartphone from slipping off surfaces. The over-sized button 
cover makes it easy for you to press them gently. Try to pair the rugged case 
with a screen protector, however, if you want complete protection.

Rugged Phone

Different Cases Part 2
Flip Cases
pocket-friendly. They're a great option in contrast to traditional cases in the event 
that you expect to sling your telephone in a pack, specifically in light of the fact that 
they offer all-around insurance. They change with regards to drop security, be that 
as it may, as some incorporate a shell-type case inside while others offer practically 
no inclusion on the sides or corners. 

Some smart flip case offers sleep-wake functionality so that the moment you open
 the cover it gives life to the screen. 
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Battery Power
As we face battery issues on a daily bases, we need a quick and smart solution. For Android phones, 
you can forever look into getting a battery case. These cases usually have a built-in battery that’s capable
of boosting the battery life of your smartphone for an extra few hours.

Apart from that, smart battery cases are bulky and heavy. In case they’re slim, then 
it’s due to the battery inside isn’t really big and it won’t boost your battery life enough. 

The Details
Portable Speaker + Battery Charging Bank 
Earphones are amazing for individual use, however in the event that you need to play music 
for your friends, why not match your Andriod phone with a compact speaker? 

You can either go for Bluetooth speakers to give you remote music gushing abilities or run for 
one with a run of the mill sound aux cable connection. In any case, you can transform your cell 
phone into a present-day boombox. 

Our cell phones are more powerful than any other time in recent memory, yet in a lot of cases, they 
come up short on the phone battery ability to keep up. This is the reason an outside power battery 
charging pack is on our rundown of basic smartphone accessories. 
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On the off chance that you've purchased an android phone case, you're as of now 
pondering shielding your phone from conceivable harm. You can add to that insurance 
by utilizing a screen defender. 

You can get either plastic or glass screen security, however, you'll see that you'll have 
better insurance with glass. In general, they will be harder and more sturdy than their 
plastic partners, and as most screens are made out of glass, they'll feel increasingly 
practical to the touch. 

You won't have any desire to need to burn through many dollars to supplant your 
screen when a few dollars of glass screen defender protect your smartphone 
against harm. 

Screen Protector 

At the point when an outlet isn't close by, and your smartphone is about out of battery, a Power battery 
charging pack can get you out of inconvenience. The battery life varies from device to device, yet an 
accusing pack of a few thousand mAh charging limits ought to be great to charge your telephone from 0 
to 100% a couple of times before it should be energized itself. 
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